Carol’s Varga Kachina is a great example of vinyl graphics in action. But it wasn’t
that long ago, that the standard method for applying graphics to an aircraft involved
countless hours of laying out the graphic design by using fine line masking tape,
masking off the entire aircraft, and then painting a specific color in the graphic. Then,
after waiting a few days for the paint to cure, mask off, and repeat the process for
each additional color. This tedious, time-consuming, and expensive process relegated most aircraft owners to opt for a simple two-tone color scheme. In addition, the
use of straight lines and pin striping were the norm, as this process could be accomplished by the average painter. The use of “swoopy” lines within an aircraft design
were normally reserved for only the most elaborate of paint jobs. Creating a “mathematically correct” geometrically curved shape on an irregular canvas, such as an
aircraft, using only a roll of fine line tape and a steady hand, required years of experience and a talent only found in a true artist.
This all changed when we finally had the ability to create computer-generated
graphics, and then send them off to the sign shop to create even the most complex
and visually stunning graphics in a vinyl format. For an aircraft manufacturer, the cost
savings in labor to apply vinyl graphics versus the mask and paint method easily won
the day. For the aircraft builder vinyl graphics has been catching on a bit slower. The
cost of having graphics generated by a sign shop can still be somewhat expensive.
The reason relates to the cost of many of these professional vinyl cutting machines
which can run $10,000 - $20,000. In addition, the labor for weeding and prepping the
vinyl graphics into a “ready-to-install” format for the customer adds to a final cost that
makes the average aircraft builder opt for the more labor-intensive, less costly, mask
and paint method.

However, in the last 10 years there
has been a quantum jump in the number of manufacturers of low-cost vinyl
graphics cutting machines. Entry-level
machines which are more than adequate for placards and basic graphics
on an aircraft costing as little as $200,
and professional grade machines capable of creating graphics the entire length
of your aircraft, for less than $1000. We
have now reached a tipping point where
the cost of the vinyl cutting machines
Figure: 1 Roland GS-24 Vinyl Cutter
can pay for themselves in a single aircraft build. Think of all the placards alone required for a single aircraft: “N” numbers,
“Experimental” placards, fuel, oil, coolant, brake fluid, no step, no push, and the list
goes on. For the experimental aircraft builder this method of creating placards and
graphics on the aircraft has slowly been taking hold as the new normal.
The vinyl cutter is, for all practical purposes, a three axis CNC machine. At first
exposure, you might think that the learning curve for using a vinyl cutter would be
substantial. Nothing could be further from the truth. Installing and setting up a vinyl
cutter is the equivalent of setting up and installing a personal printer. Our Roland GS24 vinyl cutter sits adjacent to, and plugs into the USB port, next to our inkjet printer
in the Hangar 7 office. (Figure 1) Most of the vinyl cutter manufacturers supply software which is very user-friendly and intuitive. And although not necessary, importing
graphics from other software such as Photoshop is a breeze. Once you have set up
the vinyl cutter and used it on a regular basis, you will find that cutting a graphic on
the vinyl cutter takes about the same amount of time as printing that same sign with
an inkjet printer onto a piece of paper.
Let’s step through the workflow process to give you an idea of how we take a concept on paper all the way to a finished product installed on the aircraft. First, we lay
out our design in the software. Once we are satisfied with the design, we simply tell
the machine to process the cut. The vinyl material comes attached to a backing material. The knife blade of the vinyl cutter cuts just through the top layer of vinyl without cutting through the backing material. We will next bring the cut vinyl to a clean
bench to begin the process of “weeding”. (figure 2) Since the vinyl cutter has cut a
razor thin line around each one of our letters, we simply remove all the unwanted material around the perimeter and from the interior of any closed letters using a variety
of weeding tools like tweezers and picks. The backing material has a nonstick waxy
feeling surface which allows the vinyl to easily be removed. On occasion you may
find one of your letters trying to peel up as you remove the excess vinyl material. This
requires that you proceed slowly and deliberately to ensure that you are getting only
the excess material removed. This process takes only a few minutes on items like
this “experimental” placard. However, on small and very intricate designs the process
can be a bit more tedious. Once we have removed the excess vinyl, we are left with

Figure: 2 Vinyl Graphic “Weeding”

the design or letters that will be installed on the aircraft. The next step is to apply a
transfer tape over the top of the vinyl graphic and backing material. Transfer tape is
applied from one edge peeling back the protective backing layer as you squeegee
the transfer tape onto the vinyl letters. (figure3 ) the transfer tape has more sticking
power than the vinyl letters have to the “waxy” backing material. This is what allows
us to peel away the backing material and have the letters stuck to the transfer tape.
However, the stickiness on the vinyl letters, once adhered to a clean surface, have
more sticking power than the adhesive on the transfer tape. It’s a rather ingenious
system.
Once you have the transfer tape installed, you now have a sandwich of material.
The top layer of transfer tape, the middle layer with the vinyl graphic, and the bottom
layer with the backing material. This allows us to keep the vinyl protected from dust
and contamination during the storage and installation process. Once we are ready to
install the graphic, we prep the surface by cleaning it thoroughly. Even the slightest
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bit of dust will be evident in the final product. By leaving the backing
material in place we can position
the graphic onto the surface holding it in place with tape while we
take measurements to ensure that
it is correctly positioned. We like to
split the graphic down the middle
and remove only half of the backing
material, working from the center of
the graphic and using a squeegee to
lay the material down a bit at a time
ensuring that no wrinkles or air bubFigure: 4 Applying the Vinyl Graphic
bles get into the vinyl graphic. (figure 4) once the first half has been
laid down permanently, the opposite side can now be laid down in the same fashion
using a squeegee working from the center out to the opposite side of the graphic. On
simple single-color graphics, like the Rainbow Aviation logo, we normally install them
dry. This is a bit of a double edge sword. The second that the vinyl contacts the surface it is STUCK. This requires precision positioning before you begin removing the
backing material and careful handling during the installation to avoid inadvertent contact with the surface. The upside is, the installation is a bit quicker and generally a
cleaner installation without
any air bubbles or wrinkles
if done correctly.
For more complex multilayer/multicolor graphics
on a compound surface
we typically opt for using
the wet method. This involves using a mild soap
solution sprayed onto the
application surface prior to
applying the graphic. This
will allow us to slide the
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graphic on the surface until it is perfectly positioned in
relationship to all the other previously installed graphic segments. (figure 5) Creating
graphics much larger than your vinyl cutter capacity is possible by segmenting your
graphics into smaller sections and then piecing them together. We will normally splice
the graphics where there is a natural seam or joint in the structure. For example, we
will cut the section of a graphic out for a door. Leaving extra material extending past
the edges of the door allowing us to be able to wrap the vinyl graphic around the
edge of the door and doorjamb. This provides for a much cleaner and more profes-

sional looking installation. In addition, by breaking the overall graphic up into smaller
pieces it becomes much easier to manage on a large canvas such as an aircraft fuselage.
Having a vinyl cutter at your disposal really opens a lot of opportunities. If you’re
thinking about purchasing one and using it on your aircraft, we recommend purchasing it ahead of time so that you can work out the learning curve doing smaller projects
first. After using it on a regular basis, you will soon develop that confidence that will
allow you to tackle those bigger jobs.

